High Quality; Durable Conveyor Belt Tracking Units
SureGuide Australia is a leading design-manufacturer of
belt training/tracking products in the mining & conveyor
industries. Our products are unsurpassed in quality &
functionality & are designed to operate under strenuous
conditions. SureGuide was established in South Africa in
1992 & has since serviced the South African &
international Mining & conveyor industries with great
success.
In 2011, manufacturing began in Victoria, Australia
allowing reduced cost & faster delivery times to the Asia
Pacific region. We are also represented in North & South
America, Canada, South Africa and Europe.

2 YEAR WARRANTY!!
ADVANTAGES:
 Responds IMMEDIATELY to belt misalignment.
 Pivoted on a 45° angle centre pin which enables
the roller to move both horizontally and vertically.
 Fits to existing structures.
 Little or no maintenance required.
 Accommodates belt widths 450mm - 2600mm.
 Available in 30mm, 40mm & 50mm shaft diameters.
 Bearings sit in oil bath thus prolonging roller life.
 Prevents belt damage, spillage & structure damage.

SureGuide Return Tracker
SureGuide Return Tracker is a quality product that
is made of precision-turned C.N.C. components.
Special hardened steels and other alloys ensure
that the SureGuide performs optimally over an
extended period of time. The bearings sit in an oil
bath thus prolonging the life of the SureGuide!

Troughing SureGuide
The Troughing SureGuide is a fully mechanical
frame which responds to the smallest belt
misalignment, gently guiding the belt back to
the centre of the frame. Its function is simple yet
its performance is unquestionable and
immediate. It requires no more maintenance
than standard idler frames and is robust enough
to withstand the toughest environment.
Maximum Shaft Load Capacities

Reversible SureGuide
Due to the Reversible SureGuide working in both the
horizontal and vertical axis it is necessary to rotate the
shaft by 90 degrees (depending on direction of belt
travel). Our design requires no power source and is
quickly installed. The Reversible SureGuide bolts into
the same stringer holes.

For a complete list of SureGuide sizes please see our
web site www.sureguide.com.au
Item Code

Belt Width
(mm)

Max Load
(kg)

30 Series (30mm diam Shaft)
SG60/30

600

750

SG75/30

750

550

SG100/30

1000

360

SG120/30

1200

215

40 Series (40mm diam Shaft)
SG105/40

1050

720

SG120/40

1200

580

SG150/40

1500

365

SG180/40

1800

220

50 Series (50mm diam Shaft)

www.sureguide.com.au

SG120/50

1200

780

SG150/50

1500

900

SG180/50

1800

540

SG220/50

2200

280

